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ITA - Italian Trade Agency is the Governmental agency that supports the  
business development of our companies abroad and promotes the attraction of 
foreign investment in Italy.

With a motivated and modern organization and a widespread network of overseas 
offices, ITA provides information, assistance, consulting, promotion and 
training to Italian small and medium-sized businesses. Using the most modern  
multi-channel promotion and communication tools, it acts to assert the 
excellence of Made in Italy in the world.

The Italian Trade Agency – ITA is responsible for strategy, planning, 
operations and management, in partnership with Regional Governments and 
local industrial organizations.

@itatradeagency 

@itatradeagency 

Italian Trade Agency 

@itaitaliantradeagency 

ITALIAN TRADE AGENCY
Via Liszt 21
00144 Roma (RM)

 0044 (0)20 7292 3910
 londra@ice.it

 www.ice.it
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The Italian MARMOMACCHINE Association - briefly, CONFINDUSTRIA MARMOMACCHINE - is 
the Italian Association of Producers and Processors of Marbles, Granites and Natural Stones 
in general, and of Manufacturers of Machinery, Complete Plants, Tools and Complementary 
Products to quarry and processing Natural Stones. 

The more than 320 companies and territorial consortia belonging to CONFINDUSTRIA 
MARMOMACCHINE, located in all the major Italian production districts, guarantee the association 
broad representation, in Italy and worldwide, as well as a role as sole sector interlocutor with 
ministries, ITA-Italian Trade Agency, Confindustria, standardization boards like UNI and CEN, 
labor unions, universities and polytechnics, Italian and foreign federations and associations, 
Tradefairs in Italy and around the world.  

The association has always engaged in intense technical job training in Italy and abroad, 
organizing, managing and creating highly specialized educational programs and technological 
centers in various parts of the world, with the involvement of local governments, institutions  
and associations.

CONFINDUSTRIA MARMOMACCHINE
C.so Sempione, 30
20154 Milano - Italy

 info@assomarmomacchine.com
 www.assomarmomacchine.com
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BASALTINA®
Via Andrea Sacchi, 31

00196 Roma (RM) Italy

 (+39) 0633 38590
 sales@basaltina.it

 www.basaltina.com

 Nicola Petronio - Area Export Manager
 n.petronio@basaltina.it

Basaltina S.r.l. is the exclusive quarry owner 
and worldwide supplier of Basaltina® natural 
stone for distribution and architectural 
projects. Founded in 1925, the company 
extracts, selects, and crafts Basaltina® 
natural stone guaranteeing the highest 
quality standards. Thanks to its technical 
features, the stone can be used for interior 
walls and floors, exterior cladding and pavers. 
Our experience in the stone world will help 
you design a cost effective, functional and 
cutting-edge project.

BAUCE BRUNO
Viale del Lavoro, 13
Cavaion Veronese - Verona, Italy

 (+39) 0456 862420
 info@baucebruno.com

 www.baucebruno.com

 Alessandro Bauce - Sales Manager
 alessandro@baucebruno.com

Our focus is in skirtings, skirtings élite, tiles, 
moldings in marble and granite.

Every great project is based on an original 
creative idea but it is attention to detail that 
makes it unique and special. Bauce Bruno’s 
twenty years of experience in the stone and 
luxury industry have been transformed today 
into production expertise that is able to 
satisfy even the most discerning demands of 
designers, contractors and end customers.

We can profile marble, granite and stone 
using custom made grinding wheels to create 
personalised solutions that can meet all 
requirements.

Experience, competence, precision and 
punctuality are our strengths.
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BENCORE SRL
Via Provinciale Nazzano 20

54033 Carrara (MS), Italy

 (+39) 0585 830129
 info@bencore.it

 www.bencore.co.uk

 Enrico Vené - International Sales Manager
 e.vene@bencore.it

Bencore aims at becoming a key player in the 
architecture and design industry and in order 
to do so its portfolio is made by three main 
macro-areas:

1) Bencore Materials
 The set of composite materials produced  
 and distributed by Bencore (Lightben,  
 Hexaben, Ecoben Wave Green Cast,  
 Starlight, Mirror Collection, Wasbottle).

2) Bencore Livings
 The set of interior solutions made with  
 Bencore panels, which includes partition  
 walls, tables, doors, walk-in closets and  
 other modular systems.

3) Exclusive Partnerships 
 Bencore is the Italian distributor for  
 Smile Plastics and Procédés Chenel  
 and the European distributor for 3Form,  
 Kaynemaile and Alusion.

CERAMICARTE DERUTA
Via dell’ Industria 4
CAP 06053 Deruta (PG), Italy

 (+39) 3382 711496
 info@ceramicartederuta.it

 Eva Leka - Administrator
 info@ceramicartederuta.it

Lava stone tops represent products par 
excellence, as they combines the everlasting 
beauty of ceramics and the resistance of the 
stone, tempered by premethian fires bursting 
from the depth of the earth. CeramicArte offers 
custom designs to fit your architectural needs 
and regional trends for a truly worldwide client 
base. Scratch resistant and impervious to 
fading from Sun exposure, our tops represent 
a truly heirloom product, to be treasured and 
enjoyed by generations
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EM EUROMARMI STONE DESIGN SRL offers a 
bespoke design service specialized in working 
fine marble, precious stones and granite for 
luxury commercial and residential projects, 
custom furniture and styling solutions, 
boasting prestigious worldwide collaboration 
and a privileged position for over 50 years in 
niche markets. 

Our product line includes wonderful water 
jet floorings, wall cladding, intarsia inlays, 
columns, capitals, sculptures, fountains, 
vanity and kitchen countertops, fireplaces and 
cut-to-size tiles. Each creation carries the 
legacy of centuries of Italian craftsmanship 
and meticulous manufacture in a perfect 
balance between tradition and innovation. 

Our stone are processed by advanced 
machinery and refined by expert artisans to 
offer our customers the capability to create 
one-of-a-kind work and design.

EM STONE DESIGN 
Strada Provinciale 268/B
84020 - San Gregorio Magno (SA), Italy

 (+39) 0828 1990400
 info@euromarmi.eu
 enza.g@euromarmi.eu

 www.euromarmi.eu

CHT CHEMICALS SRL
Via Belvedere 75

37026 – Arce’ - Pescantina (VR), Italy

 (+39) 0459 587334 / (+39) 3460 683868
 info@chtchemicals.com
 www.chtchemcals.com

 Lorenzo Fierro - Sales Manager 
 lorenzo.fierro@chtchemicals.com

CHT CHEMCALS is a producer of adhesives, 
mastics and glues for marble and stones. 
We customised products and solutions for 
natural stone and marble processing.

We take care about structural reinforcement, 
stones protection. With our Grip Master 
system we provide anti slip solution for every 
kind of materials.
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ETONSURFACES
Via Verri, 27

46100 - Mantova (MN), Italy
 (+39) 0376 1586186
 luca.verde@etons.it

 www.etons.com
 www.etonsurfaces.com

 Leonardo Verde - Marketing Manager
 leonardo.verde@etons.it

Join us at the event where we’ll highlight 
etons.com, our Italian segment offering 
first-rate natural stones, and etonsurfaces.
com, our American counterpart providing 
environmentally friendly Terrazzo flooring 
without joints and only half an inch thick. 

We’re eager to introduce our Seamless 
Terrazzo® flooring system to architects and 
contractors. It’s a robust, attractive, and green 
flooring option that meets the top LEED, WELL, 
and BREEAM certification requirements.

®

GHIRARDI STONE CONTRACTOR
Via Santa Croce 94
25013 Carpenedolo - BS, Italy

 (+39) 0309 966011
 sales@ghirardi.it

 www.ghirardi.it

 Ms.Evelina Proca - Sales & Business Development
 sales@ghirardi.it

Marmi Ghirardi is Italy’s first stone  
contractor specialising in high-profile natural 
stone projects.

Thanks to the integrated system of skills, 
professionalism and problem-solving ability 
developed over the years (the company has 
been in business since 1938), Marmi Ghirardi 
is able to create high-profile architectural 
and artistic projects in natural stone at every 
stage. In addition to design consultancy 
and executive planning, the company has 
developed the G1938 - Italian Stone Maestro 
brand, which interprets Italian style in  
terms of refinement and quality of materials 
and aims to position Ghirardi in a precise 
market segment, that of high-end, very high 
value luxury.
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INDUSTRIA LO BIANCO
Viale Regione Siciliana n.o. 6685, 
90146 Palermo, Italy

 (+39) 3463 346330
 daniele.stassi@lobiancomarmi.com
 lobianco@lobiancomarmi.com

 www.lobiancomarmi.com

Our company is 50 years old and it’s 
specialised in marbles and granites. 

Our production lines are technologically 
advanced and complete, from blocks to tiles. 

We have got gang saws, bridge saws, polishing 
machines. Our processing are checked by 
our quality control system and we can sure 
high level of quality in the products, delivery 
and service.More than 40% of our turn-over 
is performed in Northern Europe .We usually 
perform products for airports, hotels, resorts, 
public offices and mansions.We can supply 
tiles, basin top, external tiles for curtain wall 
and any sort of special works requested by 
designers. 

We can supply materials in polished, honed, 
flamed, brush hammered and sandblasted 
finishing.If you would like to know further 
information about our works, please don’t 
hesitate to contact our WEB site “www.
lobiancomarmi.com” or send us a request by 
email at daniele.stassi@lobiancomarmi.com

G.R. MARMI SRL
Via Longobarda 19

Massa, Italy

 (+39) 0585 855836
 info@grmarmi.it
 www.grmarmi.it

 David Peselli - Sales Manager
 david@grmarmi.it

G.R. Marmi, estabilished in 1990, is surely 
a landmark in the stone field, Italian and 
overseas, for the variety and the quality of the 
materials produced and traded. The guidelines 
which make of G.R. Marmi a company able to 
satisfy ever kind of request are:

• a deep knowledge of the materials, of  
 the problems connected to the processing  
 methods and of the cycles of suppling.  
 All this is due to the tight selection done  
 when purchasing the block combined with  
 a particular care when manufacturing  
 the material.

• a particular care and consideration toward  
 our customers.

A peculiarity of the company is, in fact, the 
ability of developing a close and trustfully 
business relationship with customers.

A wide range of blocks and a wide choice of 
slabs masterfully produced in our processing 
plant are always available in our stockyards 
and showrooms.
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LUXURY STONE ITALIA
Via Polvica 99
81027 San Felice A Cancello (CE), Italy

 (+39) 0813 151026
 (+39) 0813 151105
 info@luxurystoneitalia.it

 www.luxurystoneitalia.it

 Cioffi Romilda - Commercial Manager
 info@luxurystoneitalia.it

Luxury Stone Italia is the new brand of the 
company R.G. SERVICE SRL.

Synonymous with style and elegance, 
Luxury Stone Italia creates an exclusive and 
fascinating design line.

A broad and varied offer made with the most 
sought-after stones and latest generation 
machinery, which gives the final result unique 
and exclusive pieces.

Combining in the best possible way creativity 
and linearity, beauty of colors and uniqueness 
of materials, the Luxury Stone Italia line  
offers intriguing textures capable of satisfying 
the most daring requests and for every 
furnishing solution.

Floors, coverings, furnishing accessories, 
shower trays, sinks, kitchen tops, bathroom 
accessories designed and worked become 
artistic creations with geometric designs 
and creative representations of great visual 
impact, the perfect synthesis between the 
beauty and creativity of craftsmanship  
and the style and the perfection of 
technological innovation.

Kemistone is a company that produces and 
commercializes chemical products expressly 
issued to solve the problems concerning 
different types of stone materials, used 
in both the construction industry and in  
interior design.

®

KEMISTONE SRL
Sede legale: Via Montecavallo 8/a Cornei – 32016  

ALPAGO (BL), Italy

 (+39) 0422 1574528
 info@kemistone.eu

 export@kemistone.eu
 www.kemistone.eu

  Denise De Munari - Export Manager
 export@kemistone.eu
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MARMI COLORATI COPPOLA 
Via Tribli 10/B 
91015 Custonaci - Trapani , Italy

 (+39) 3479 149855
 coppolamarmi@gmail.com
 www.marmicoloraticoppola.com

 La motta Andrea - Commercial Manager 
 coppolamarmi@gmail.com

The work activities of Marmi Colorati Coppola 
includes the extraction and processing of 
Sicilian marbles.

MARMI COLORATI COPPOLA is a company 
expert in marble processing, it has valorised 
marbles of absolute value over the years.

Diaspro, breccia pontificia, rosa sicilia,  
libeccio, leopardino are the exclusive marbles 
of our company

Sicilian DIASPRO was highly appreciated 
during the 17th century called “BAROQUE 
AGE”. In those years, qualified architects and 
marble workers covered and decorated the 
interiors of the most important monumental 
buildings in Italy.

DIASPRO  is a precious material and we have 
a small production in the quarry, and it is used 
for small and very prestigious projects.

A selection of DIASPRO is the BRECCIA 
PONTIFICIA which is extracted in the  
same quarry.

MARGRAF
Via Marmi 3

36072 - Chiampo (VI), Italy

 (+39) 0444 475900
 info@margraf.it
 www.margraf.it

 Elisa Barbieri - Sales Director 
 el.barbieri@margraf.it

The history of Margraf began in 1906 in the 
province of Vicenza (Italy). Today it is an 
international company that offers more of 
400 types of natural stones. Also travertine 
is one of their points of strength. Lovers of 
the raw material, expert craftsmen, tireless 
innovators, they transform natural stones into 
quality products for design and architecture.
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MASUTTI MARMI E GRANITI
Via Vittorio Veneto, 78
31014 – San Martino di Colle Umberto (TV), Italy

 (+39) 3420 442377
 contabilita1@masuttimarmi.it

 www.masuttimarmi.it/en

 Roberto Longo - Commercial Director
 roberto.longo@masuttimarmi.it

It has been more than 100 years from the 
establishment of Masutti.

Ever since, we put great craftsmanship  
and prowess in manufacturing ceramic 
and stone materials to create original and 
innovative kitchen tops, furnishing and 
complementary solutions.

We have created a collection of Objects in line 
with current taste and trends. A 100% made 
in Italy product thanks to the selection of  
5 Italian marbles.

With the launch of Everywhere we created 
the new ceramic boiserie collection that 
embellishes living and bathroom areas with 
its multiple accessories made of painted 
metal, to create a modern, extremely versatile 
and interchangeable design ideas. 

We aim at high-quality goods to guarantee 
top-notch products always in line with market 
trends. Industrialization and craftsmanship 
are our distinctive features.

MARMI FAEDO SPA
Via Monte Cimone, 13 

36073, Cornedo Vicentino, Vicenza, Italy

 (+39) 0445 953081
 info@marmifaedo.com
 www.marmifaedo.com

 Matteo Antoniazzi - Sales Manager 
 ma@marmifaedo.com

Marmi Faedo is an Italian company who works 
all kind of natural stones.

We own, from 3 generations, a quarry of our 
exclusive GROLLA, a very hard limestone with 
excellent technical characteristics.

Grolla is unique because it is quarried inside 
an old Volcano: for this reason, its water 
absorption rate is less than 0.3%. This rate 
makes the stone water proof and frost proof. 
Moreover, it is resistant to salt and chlorine.

Thanks to its hardness and density, we can 
work in any kind of weather condition, and 
use it in all kind of projects, from exteriors to 
interiors. With our stone we can realize paving, 
claddings, special cut to size, solid pieces 
(sinks, tables, etc.) and every other customized 
element that your project requires. 

We also create over 40 different surfaces 
textures, that we can apply in any natural stone.
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RIZZO MARMI SRL
Via Ponti Rotti, 6
Pontecagnano Faiano (SA), Italy

 (+39) 089 381330
 info@rizzomarmi.com

 www.rizzomarmi.it

 Vincenzo Rizzo - General Manager

After over seventy years of commitment and 
experience accumulated in the processing 
of marble, today Rizzo Marmi of Salerno is a 
leader in the sector, thanks also to constant 
updating and the inclusion of the most 
sophisticated and advanced technologies for 
processing materials.

MONDIAL MARMI SRL
Via Fabrianese 2/A

06134 – Perugia (PG), Italy

 (+39) 0755 92181
 mondialmarmi@modialmarmi.com

 www.mondialmarmi.com

 Renzo Tini - Sales Manager 
 renzotini@mondialmarmi.com

Mondial Marmi, a global leader in supplying 
premium materials, is the ideal partner for 
designers and architects.

Specializing in high end cut to size and 
artistics mosaics, we offer a turnkey service 
with personalized consultancy, custom works, 
and installation. 

Our tradition, experience, and attention to 
detail ensure professionalism and high-
quality raw materials. With a dynamic and 
innovative team, we are ready to create 
customized solutions to meet every need. Our 
ongoing search for quality materials sets us 
apart in the market.
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SANTAFIORA SRL
S.S. Ortana Km.8,200

01030 Vitorchiano - VT, Italy

 (+39) 0761 370909
 info@santafiorasrl.com
 www.santafiorasrl.com

 Serena Getuli - Commercial Manager 
 serena@santafiorasrl.com

For over fifty years, Santafiora Srl has 
been extracting and processing natural 
exclusive stones as Santafiora®, Lavagrigia®  
and Lavarosa®.

Our materials are especially suitable to 
realize indoor and outdoor floorings and 
wall claddings, because their technical and 
mechanical features are guaranteed by 
rigorous laboratory analysis.

The stones we produce are not affected by 
atmospheric agents such as smog, frost, 
acid rain or salt, and can be used in any kind  
of climate.

SANTUCCI GROUP
Via Piave 32
54033 Carrara (Massa Carrara), Italy

 (+39) 3703 370233
 marco@santucci.it

 www.santucci.it

 Marco Dazzi - General Manager
 marco@santucci.it

The company is in the stone market since 
60 years, supplying stone slabs, blocks and 
cut to size material ready to be lay. We have 
capability to develop whole projects from the 
technical drawing to the final cut list

Santucci Group
Touch It, Feel It, Live ItTouch It, Feel It, Live It
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@ITALondon_ 

@italondon_ 

@ITALondon 

@ITA London Italian Trade Agency 

LONDON OFFICE
Sackville House, 40 Piccadilly
London W1J 0DR, UK


